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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 

 

 This is an appeal authorized by Pa. R. App. Proc. 311, from an interlocutory 

order granting an injunction, entered by the Commonwealth Court in a matter which 

was originally commenced in that court. This Court has jurisdiction pursuant to 42 

Pa.C.S. § 723(a). 
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ORDER IN QUESTION 
 

AND NOW, this 30th day of October, 2019, Petitioners’ Application for 

Relief in the Form of a Preliminary Injunction Under Pa.R.A.P. 1532 is GRANTED. 

The Acting Secretary of the Commonwealth, and her agents, servants and officers, 

are enjoined from tabulating and certifying the votes in the November 2019 General 

Election relating to the ballot question asking voters whether the Pennsylvania 

Constitution should be amended to include a new section providing for victims’ 

rights until final disposition of the Petition for Review, including appeals. 

Petitioners’ Application for Relief for a Nominal preliminary Injunction Bond 

under Pa.R.C.P. N. 1531(b) is GRANTED. Petitioners’ shall deposit with the 

Prothonotary of the Commonwealth Court a bond of $500.00 within five (5) days of 

the date of this Order. 

In the interest of judicial economy and expeditious resolution of the matter, 

upon the filing of any appeal resulting in an automatic supersedeas pursuant to 

Pa.R.A.P. 1736(b), the automatic supersedeas is lifted without further application to 

this Court. The criteria to lift an automatic supersedeas have been met as outlined in 

the foregoing opinion. Dep’t of Envtl. Res. v. Jubelirer, 614 A.2d 199 (Pa. 1989). 

 

s/ Ellen Ceisler 

ELLEN CEISLER, Judge  
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PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT AT ISSUE 

 

Article I § 9.1.   Rights of victims of crime. 

(a)   To secure for victims justice and due process throughout the criminal and 

juvenile justice systems, a victim shall have the following rights, as further provided 

and as defined by the General Assembly, which shall be protected in a manner no 

less vigorous than the rights afforded to the accused: to be treated with fairness and 

respect for the victim’s safety, dignity and  privacy; to have the safety of the victim 

and the victim’s family considered in fixing the amount of bail and release conditions 

for the accused; to reasonable and timely notice of and to be present at all public 

proceedings involving the criminal or delinquent conduct; to be notified of any 

pretrial disposition of the case; with the exception of grand jury proceedings, to be 

heard in any proceeding where a right of the victim is implicated, including, but not 

limited to, release, plea, sentencing, disposition, parole and pardon; to be notified  of 

all parole procedures, to participate in the parole process, to provide information to 

be considered before the parole of the  offender, and to be notified of the parole of 

the offender; to reasonable protection from the accused or any person acting on 

behalf of the accused; to reasonable notice of any release or escape of the accused; 

to refuse an interview, deposition or other discovery request made by the accused or 

any person acting on behalf of the accused; full and timely restitution from the 

person or entity convicted for the unlawful conduct; full and timely restitution as 
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determined by the court in a juvenile delinquency proceeding; to the prompt return 

of property when no longer needed as evidence; to proceedings free from 

unreasonable delay and a prompt and final conclusion of the case and any related 

postconviction proceedings; to confer with the attorney for the government; and to 

be informed of all rights enumerated  in this section. 

(b)   The victim or the attorney for the government upon request of the victim 

may assert in any trial or appellate court, or before any other authority, with 

jurisdiction over the case, and have enforced, the rights enumerated in this section 

and any other right afforded to the victim by law. This section does not grant the 

victim party status or create any cause of action for compensation or damages against 

the Commonwealth or any political subdivision, nor any officer, employee or agent 

of the Commonwealth or any political subdivision, or any officer or employee of the 

court. 

(c)   As used in this section and as further defined by the General Assembly, 

the term “victim” includes any person against whom the criminal offense or 

delinquent act is committed or who is directly harmed by the commission of the 

offense or act. The term “victim” does not include the accused or a person whom the 

court finds would not act in the best interests of a deceased, incompetent, minor or 

incapacitated victim. 
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STATEMENT OF STANDARD AND SCOPE OF REVIEW 

 

 

 Scope of review. This Court’s scope of review in preliminary injunction 

matters is plenary. Warehime v. Warehime, 860 A.2d 41, 46 n. 7 (Pa. 2004). 

 Standard of review. An appellate court reviews an order granting or denying 

a preliminary injunction for an abuse of discretion. Summit Towne Centre, Inc. v. 

Shoe Show of Rocky Mount, Inc., 828 A.2d 995, 1000 (Pa. 2003). To vacate the 

automatic supersedeas, the appellee must (1) make a “substantive case on the 

merits,” (2) demonstrate that vacating the supersedeas will prevent “irreparable 

injury, (3) “other parties will not be harmed,” and (4) vacating the supersedeas “is 

not against the public interest.” Public Utility Comm’n v. Process Gas Consumers 

Group, 467 A.2d 805, 808-09 (Pa. 1983). 
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STATEMENT OF THE QUESTION INVOLVED 

 

I. Did the Commonwealth Court err in granting Appellees’ eleventh-hour 

application and enjoining the Secretary of the Commonwealth from tabulating and 

certifying votes on the ballot question mere days before the election? 

 

II. Did the Commonwealth Court err in sua sponte and preemptively 

lifting the automatic supersedeas? 
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

 

Procedural History. 

 

This is an appeal from an unprecedented order by the Commonwealth Court 

preliminarily enjoining the Secretary of the Commonwealth from tabulating and 

certifying the vote on the ballot question proposing the Crime Victims’ Rights 

Amendment a mere six days ahead of the election and after tens of thousands of 

voters have already voted on this question. Appellant, respondent below, is Acting 

Secretary of the Commonwealth Kathy Boockvar (the Secretary), head of the 

Department of State (the Department), which is charged with administering and 

enforcing the Election Code. See generally, 71 P.S. § 273. Appellees, Petitioners 

below, are the League of Women Voters, Lorraine Haw, and criminal defense 

attorney Ronald Greenblatt (collectively, the League). Intervenors Martin Vickless, 

Kelly Williams, Shameekah Moore and Kirstin Irwin are crime victims.1 

On the ballot for the November 5, 2019 Municipal Election is a question that 

presents voters with the required opportunity to vote on an amendment to the 

Pennsylvania Constitution. This amendment, the Crime Victims’ Rights 

Amendment (Amendment), provides for the consideration and inclusion of victims 

throughout the criminal justice process primarily through notification and the 

                                           
1  Intervenors filed their own appeal of the Commonwealth Court’s Order, 

which is docketed at 83 MAP 2019. 
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opportunity to be heard. The Amendment does not alter offenders’ existing rights 

under the Pennsylvania Constitution. 

Even though the Amendment was introduced and passed in both houses of the 

General Assembly during the 2018 and the 2019 legislative sessions, and even 

though the ballot question was first published on the Department’s website in July 

2019, the League waited until October 11, 2019 to challenge the question—after 

ballots had been finalized, printed and programmed, and after voting had started, 

with over 22,000 absentee votes already cast. The League filed an Application for 

Special Relief in the Form of a Preliminary Injunction enjoining the Secretary from 

tabulating and certifying the November 5, 2019, votes on the ballot question.  

After a hearing, the Commonwealth Court issued an opinion and order 

granting the League’s application and enjoining the Secretary. The Commonwealth 

Court also sua sponte and preemptively lifted the automatic supersedeas that the 

Commonwealth, on appeal, is entitled to by operation of law.  

This appeal followed the next day. At the same time, the Secretary filed an 

Emergency Application to Reinstate the Automatic Supersedeas with this Court.  

Names of the Judges Whose Decision Is To Be Reviewed. 

 

 The Order granting the League’s Application and enjoining the Secretary 

from tabulating and certifying the November 5, 2019, votes on the Ballot Question 

was written by the Honorable Ellen Ceisler of the Commonwealth Court of 
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Pennsylvania. The trial court’s Opinion is not published, but is attached to the 

Secretary’s brief. 

Statement of Facts 

 

The Crime Victims’ Rights Amendment was introduced in the Pennsylvania 

General Assembly as Senate Bill 1011 (SB 1011) during the 2018 legislative session. 

The Senate approved SB 1011 in a unanimous vote of 50-0, and an amended version 

of the bill passed both houses. The Amendment was introduced for the second time 

during the 2019 legislative session, as House Bill 276 (HB 276) where it, again, 

resoundingly passed the House and Senate. In June 2019, the Senate approved HB 

276, as Joint Resolution 2019-1, and directed the Secretary to submit the 

Amendment to the electorate at the 2019 Municipal Election, which is the next 

election at least three months after final passage of the Amendment by the two 

houses of the General Assembly. The 2019 Municipal Election is scheduled for 

November 5, 2019.   

A. Background of victims’ rights in Pennsylvania 

 

 The Crime Victims’ Rights Amendment will secure in our Constitution basic 

rights for the victims of crimes. Particularly, it provides for the inclusion and 

consideration of victims throughout the criminal justice process, largely effectuating 

its purpose through notification and an opportunity to be heard in relation to non-

confidential public proceedings. These concepts are not new to Pennsylvania.  
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 In 1998, the Pennsylvania Crime Victims Act (the Victims Act) was enacted 

in Pennsylvania. For over twenty years, the Victims Act has provided for a Victims’ 

Bill of Rights and sets forth rights that mirror those in the Amendment. Rights 

contained in the Victims Act’s Bill of Rights include the right “[t]o be notified of 

certain significant actions and proceedings within the criminal and juvenile justice 

systems pertaining to their case,” and the right “[t]o not be excluded from any 

criminal proceeding .…” 18 P.S. § 11.201. Additionally, the Victims Act allows a 

victim to take actions that may negatively impact an offender’s criminal case. For 

example, it provides victims with the opportunity to submit prior comment before 

pre-trial disposition in cases involving bodily injury or burglary; and, the chance to 

submit a victim-impact statement that “shall” be considered by the court in 

fashioning a sentence. Id. § 11.201(5).  

B. The Amendment to the Pennsylvania Constitution 

 

The Amendment secures—and constitutionally enshrines—rights that have 

largely been made available to Pennsylvanians in the Victims Act. The Amendment 

neither deletes rights from the Constitution nor alters any existing language in other 

provisions of the Constitution. Rather, the Amendment adds a provision to Article 1 

of the Constitution, creating a new Section “9.1.” entitled “Rights of victims of 

crime.” 
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The Amendment states that its purpose is to secure rights for victims in the 

“criminal and juvenile justice systems.” It then goes on to enumerate those rights, 

which are principally composed of rights to be notified of public proceedings. The 

Amendment requires that victims receive notification of: public proceedings, pre-

trial dispositions, parole and escape. It states that victims have a right to be heard, if 

their rights are implicated, in proceedings such as sentencing, parole hearings and 

pardon hearings. Lastly, the amendment provides for basic protections as part of the 

process, including consideration of the safety of the victim when bail is set. 

The Amendment tasks the courts with enforcement responsibility. Victims are 

not able to pursue monetary damages under the Amendment, however, nor does the 

Amendment make the victim a party to a criminal proceeding. Moreover, victims 

are limited to those against whom a criminal offense is committed or who is directly 

harmed by a crime.  

C. Advertising of the Amendment 

 

The Department advertised the proposed Amendment, in its joint resolution 

form (Joint Resolution 2018-1; Senate Bill 1011), during the months of August, 

September, and October of 2018. The advertisements appeared in newspapers across 

the Commonwealth. The cost of this first round of advertising was $714,218.71, with 

payment being made from the general fund as required under Section 1201.2 of the 

Election Code, 25 P.S. § 3041.2.  
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In August, September, and October of this year (2019), the Department again 

published the constitutional amendment in its joint resolution form (Joint Resolution 

2019-1; House Bill 276). This year’s round of advertising also included the text of 

the ballot question, developed by the Department, in the form it is to appear on the 

ballot, as well as the Plain English Statement prepared by the Office of the Attorney 

General. This second round of advertising cost the Department $1,374,597.12, 

bringing the total cost of advertising to $2,088,815.83.  

The Department also created a page on its website with the text of the Joint 

Resolution, the ballot question, and the Plain English Statement. This page went live 

on July 26, 2019 and a link was added to the Department’s homepage on August 8, 

2019.  

D. The Ballot Question 

 

 Article XI, Section 1 of the Pennsylvania Constitution sets forth the procedure 

by which the General Assembly may amend the Constitution. A “proposed 

amendment or amendments shall be submitted to the qualified electors of the State 

in such manner, and at such time at least three months after being so agreed to by 

the two Houses, as the General Assembly shall prescribe.” Pa. Const. art. XI, § 1.  

The General Assembly directed the Secretary of the Commonwealth, through 

the Pennsylvania Election Code, to print proposed constitutional amendments on the 

ballots in a “brief form” that has been approved by the Attorney General. 25 P.S. § 
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2755. And, in at least one section of the Election Code, the General Assembly 

defined “brief form” as “not more than seventy-five words” and authorized the 

Secretary of the Commonwealth to draft the brief form for constitutional 

amendments. 25 P.S. § 3010(b). Ballot questions for proposed constitutional 

amendments have historically adhered to this 75-word standard. 

In accordance with her statutory mandate, the Secretary drafted the ballot 

question for the Amendment and submitted it to the Attorney General on July 5, 

2019. The Attorney General approved the ballot question on July 12, 2019. The 

ballot question as it appears on the ballot states:  

Shall the Pennsylvania Constitution be amended to grant 

certain rights to crime victims, including to be treated with 

fairness, respect and dignity; considering their safety in 

bail proceedings; timely notice and opportunity to take 

part in public proceedings; reasonable protection from the 

accused; right to refuse discovery requests made by the 

accused; restitution and return of property; proceedings 

free from delay; and to be informed of these rights, so they 

can enforce them? 

 

 To aid voters in voting on the ballot question, information is made available 

at each polling place. Pursuant to law, the Attorney General’s Plain English 

Statement and the full text of the proposed Amendment must be posted for voters. 

See 25 P.S. § 2621.1. Additionally, as noted, the ballot question has been advertised 

and made available to the electorate in advance of the election.   
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E. Ballots mailed & votes cast 
 

According to the most up-to-date data available within the Statewide Uniform 

Registry of Electors system, 67 county boards of elections have printed and mailed 

92,955 absentee ballots to electors. 61,965 absentee ballots have already been 

returned and this number grows every day. All these absentee ballots contain the 

ballot question for the Amendment.  

Statement of the Determination Under Review. 

 

 The Commonwealth Court granted the League’s Application to enjoin the 

Secretary from tabulating and certifying the votes on the Amendment. That court 

also preemptively and sua sponte lifted the automatic supersedeas. In granting the 

preliminary injunction, that  court employed an analysis contrary to Pennsylvania 

law, which resulted in that court’s erroneous conclusion that the League was likely 

to prevail on the merits because: the Amendment is self-executing; violates the 

separate vote rule; impacts other constitutional provisions; and is unclear. These 

errors of law then caused that court to find that purely speculative harms would 

result. Finally, instead of applying a separate supersedeas analysis, as Pennsylvania 

precedent requires, that court simply substituted its preliminary injunction analysis 

and so lifted the automatic supersedeas that should have remained in place. 
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Statement of Place of Raising or Preservation of Issues. 

 

 The Secretary raised all the objections and defenses discussed below in her 

Opposition to League’ Application for Special Relief in the Nature of a Preliminary 

Injunction.  
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

 

 There are good reasons why no Pennsylvania court has ever before enjoined 

a ballot question on the eve of the election. The Commonwealth Court’s 

unprecedented order sows confusion and uncertainty into the election process and 

will suppress voter engagement on the ballot question, jeopardizing the integrity of 

this election. In so doing, the Commonwealth Court ignored this Court’s binding 

caselaw, focusing instead on the public policy harms it sees in the Amendment itself. 

Respectfully, it is for the citizens of the Commonwealth to determine what 

constitution they should adopt.  

 First, the League had since July 2019 to file an action challenging this ballot 

question. Instead, they waited until approximately 50,000 absentee ballots were 

mailed and 22,000 votes were already cast to rush into court. For this reason alone, 

the injunction should have been denied. 

 Second, the Commonwealth Court erred in finding that the League met the 

requirements for a preliminary injunction. The League is not likely to succeed on the 

merits. The Commonwealth Court incorrectly applied this Court’s analysis in Com. 

v. Tharp, 754 A.2d 1251 (Pa. 2000), ignoring that the Amendment’s clear language 

indicating the General Assembly’s intent to require implementing legislation. That 

court also erred in concluding that the Amendment does not relate to a single subject 

matter—victims’ rights—because it is bulky and contains a number of subparts 
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under a single subject. This is not the correct standard. Similarly, the Commonwealth 

Court misapplied this Court’s analysis in Grimaud v. Com., 865 A.2d 835 (Pa. 2005), 

to determine that the Amendment cannot effect any other constitutional provision, 

rather than whether the Amendment facially alters those provisions. It is hard to 

imagine an amendment that would not have some arguable effect on another 

provision. Under the correct Grimaud standard, the Amendment passes 

constitutional scrutiny. Additionally, the ballot question fairly apprises the electorate 

about the Amendment in plain English and the full text of the Amendment is posted 

at every polling place. There exists no requirement that constitutional amendments 

be printed in full on the ballot. 

The Commonwealth Court further erred in finding irreparable harm to the 

League and no harm to the public. The injunction’s adverse effects on certainty and 

finality cannot be overstated in this case, as voters are being asked to vote on a ballot 

question they know the courts have prohibited the Secretary from tabulating and 

certifying. In contrast, immediate harm will not occur to the League because these 

matters remain justiciable after the election. Should the voters even pass this 

amendment, any legal challenges will be resolved well before the General Assembly 

can enact legislation implementing it. 

Finally, determined to overturn the status quo on the eve of the election, the 

Commonwealth Court, without application from the League, preemptively and sua 
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sponte stayed the automatic supersedeas. The Commonwealth Court underwent no 

analysis for this extraordinary ruling, relying entirely upon its faulty injunctive relief 

analysis. This failure to even engage in the supersedeas analysis is in direct conflict 

with this Court’s holding in Dep’t of Envtl. Res. v. Jubelirer, 614 A.2d 199 (Pa. 

1989), which admonished the Commonwealth Court for improperly conflating the 

two distinct tests.  
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ARGUMENT 

 

I. Given the League’s Unreasonable Delay, the Equities Foreclose the 

Extraordinary Relief Granted by the Commonwealth Court. 

 

The League unreasonably delayed filing their Petition and Application until 

after votes were cast, which should weigh decidedly against granting the 

extraordinary relief they seek. The delay is particularly relevant where, as here, an 

election is looming. See Purcell v. Gonzalez, 549 U.S. 1, 4-5 (2006). “[U]nder 

certain circumstances, such as where an impending election is imminent and a 

State’s election machinery is already in progress, equitable considerations might 

justify a court in withholding the granting of immediately effective relief . . . .” 

Reynolds v. Sims, 377 U.S. 533, 585 (1964). There is good reason to avoid last-

minute intervention in a state’s election process. Any intervention at this point risks 

practical concerns including disruption, confusion or other unforeseen deleterious 

effects. See Purcell, 549 U.S. at 5; see also Republican Party of Pa. v. Cortés, 218 

F.Supp.3d 396, 405, (E.D. Pa. 2016) (admonishing Plaintiffs for their “judicial fire 

drill” only 18 days before the election and for “offer[ing] no reasonable explanation 

or justification for the harried process they created.” (emphasis added)). 

In this case, the League had ample opportunity to file for an injunction. They 

were aware of the text of the Amendment for the past two years and have had notice 

of the ballot question since July 26, 2019. Yet, they waited until three weeks after 

the ballot was finalized and printed, and less than three weeks before the municipal 
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election to bring this action. They waited until approximately 50,000 absentee 

ballots were mailed, and 22,000 votes cast. The League does not come to this Court 

with clean hands. Terraciano v. Com., Dep't of Transp., Bureau of Driver Licensing, 

753 A.2d 233, 236 (Pa. 2000). For this reason alone, the injunction should have been 

denied. 

II. The Commonwealth Court Erred in Granting the Preliminary 

Injunction. 

 

“A preliminary injunction is an extraordinary, interim remedy that should not 

be issued unless the moving party’s right to relief is clear and the wrong to be 

remedied is manifest.” Anchel v. Shea, 762 A.2d 346, 351 (Pa. Super. 2000); see 

also Pennsylvania AFL-CIO v. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, 683 A.2d 691, 694 

(Pa. Cmwlth. 1996) (because a “preliminary injunction is a harsh and extraordinary 

remedy, it is to be granted only when and if each criteria has been fully and 

completely established”). The League “must show the need for immediate relief, and 

the preliminary injunction, if issued, should be no broader than is necessary for the 

petitioner's interim protection.” Three Cty. Servs., Inc. v. Philadelphia Inquirer, 486 

A.2d 997, 1000 (Pa. Super. 1985); see also Credit Alliance Corp. v. Philadelphia 

Minit-Man Car Wash Corp., 301 A.2d 816, 818 (Pa. 1973) (denial of a preliminary 

injunction affirmed where no showing of urgent necessity to avoid immediate and 

irreparable harm that could not be compensated); Herman v. Dixon, 141 A.2d 576 
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(Pa. 1958) (preliminary injunction dissolved where no showing of urgent necessity 

to prevent irreparable harm). 

“The purpose of a preliminary injunction is to preserve the status quo as it 

exists or previously existed before the acts complained of, thereby preventing 

irreparable injury or gross injustice.” Anchel, 762 A.2d at 351 (citing Maritrans GP 

Inc. v. Pepper, Hamilton & Scheetz, 602 A.2d 1277 (Pa. 1992)) (emphasis in 

original). To obtain a preliminary injunction, the League bears the burden of 

establishing each of the following elements: (1) the right to relief is clear and the 

wrong is manifest (i.e., petitioners are likely to prevail on the merits); (2) the 

injunction is necessary to prevent immediate and irreparable harm; (3) greater injury 

would result from refusing an injunction than from granting it and that issuance of 

the injunction would not substantially harm other interested parties; (4) the 

injunction would not adversely affect the public; and (5) the injunction would restore 

the status quo. Summit Towne Centre, Inc., v. Sole Show of Rocky Mount, Inc., 828 

A.2d 995, 1001 (Pa. 2003). 

A. The Commonwealth Court erred in finding that the League is 

likely to prevail on the merits. 

 

1. The Amendment is not self-executing.  

In deciding that the League was likely to prevail on the merits, the 

Commonwealth Court wrongfully determined that the Amendment is self-executing. 

It is not.  
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This Court has ruled that an amendment is “self-executing when it can be 

given effect without the aid of legislation and when the language does not indicate 

an intent to require legislation.” Com. v. Tharp, 754 A.2d 1251, 1254 (Pa. 2000) 

(emphasis added). Here, the Amendment indicates an intent to require legislation, 

stating in pertinent part, that “a victim shall have the following rights, as further 

provided and as defined by the General Assembly….” (emphasis added). That 

language was no accident. The General Assembly added the “as further provided, 

and defined, by the General Assembly” language between the original version of the 

Amendment (Printer’s No. 1402) and the final version of Amendment (Printer’s No. 

1824), thus specifying that the Amendment requires further legislation for 

implementation. 

Despite this clear language, the Commonwealth Court ruled that the 

Amendment can be given effect without the aid of legislation. The Commonwealth 

Court, however, ignored the second element of the Tharp analysis, and with it the 

express language of the Amendment. Accordingly, the Amendment is not self-

executing.  

2. The Amendment relates to a single subject matter and does not 

facially alter any existing provisions of the Constitution. 

 

The Commonwealth Court determined that the Amendment violates the 

separate vote requirement of the Constitution. Opinion at 34a. This determination is 

at odds with this Court’s decision in Grimaud v. Com., 865 A.2d 835, 841 (Pa. 2005).   
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Our Constitution states that, “[w]hen two or more amendments shall be 

submitted they shall be voted upon separately.” Pa. Const. art. XI, § 1. This Court 

has adopted a single subject test to determine whether separate votes are necessary. 

The single subject test examines “the interdependence of the proposed constitutional 

changes in determining the necessity for separate votes.” Grimaud, 865 A.2d at 841. 

In doing so, this Court adopted a “common-purpose formulation” to inquire into 

whether the proposed amendments are sufficiently related to “constitute a consistent 

and workable whole on the general topic embraced.” Id. The Court posits whether 

there is a “rational linchpin” of interdependence, or whether all of the proposed 

changes “are germane to the accomplishment of a single objective.” Id. (citing inter 

alia other state supreme court decisions including Fugina v. Donovan, 104 N.W.2d 

911, 914 (Minn. 1960) (upholding amendment containing sections that, although 

they could have been submitted separately, were rationally related to a single, 

purpose, plan, or subject)). 

The Amendment here relates to a single subject, and its length and form do 

not alter that fact. Nowhere in the Constitution, or caselaw, is there a proscription 

against subparts. Indeed, our courts have specifically acknowledged that 

amendments may be “bulky” in nature. In Mellow v. Pizzingrilli, 800 A.2d 350 (Pa. 

Cmwlth. 2002), that court noted that six articles of the Constitution of 1873 were 

amended by way of “‘bulk’ amendments, submitted to the electorate with the 
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opportunity to vote in favor or against amendment of an entire article, containing 

numerous substantive changes.” Id. at 355. Nevertheless, that court noted the 

absence of any “challenges to the ‘bulk’ amendments of the 1960’s.” Id. 

In this case, the Amendment pertains to one subject, serving one overarching 

goal—protecting victims’ interests in the criminal justice system.  It establishes a 

consistent and workable framework regarding that general topic. The 

Commonwealth Court does not identify any other subject matter to which the 

Amendment relates. 

Rather, that court held that the Amendment violates the separate vote rule 

because numerous rights are created for victims. It held that the Amendment 

“appears to contain multiple changes to the Constitution because it provides a whole 

series of new and mutually independent rights to victims of crimes….” Opinion at 

29. The proper test is not concerned with the number of parts of a proposed 

amendment. Rather, the court must look to the purpose of each part to confirm that 

they advance a single goal. The Commonwealth Court acknowledged that the parts 

making the whole of the Amendment relate to “new rights to victims of crimes and 

those directly impacted by crimes.” Opinion at 2 (emphasis omitted). Nevertheless, 

the court held that this Amendment, encompassed within that single subject, violates 

the separate vote rule. This was error.   
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The Amendment also does not facially affect existing constitutional 

provisions. The Commonwealth Court ignored the clear separate vote rule standard 

that was adopted by Grimaud and created its own. In Grimaud, in addition to arguing 

that the ballot question at issue proposed multiple amendments, appellants also 

argued that the question effectively amended a multitude of existing rights. See 

Grimaud, 865 A.2d at 840. This Court found that argument unavailing, noting that, 

“merely because an amendment ‘may possibly impact other provisions’ does not 

mean it violates the separate vote requirement.” Grimaud, 865 A.2d at 842. This 

Court emphasized that, “[i]ndeed, it is hard to imagine an amendment that would not 

have some arguable effect on another provision; clearly the framers knew 

amendments would occur and provided a means for that to happen.” Id.  

Thus, the Court ruled that, “[t]he test to be applied is not merely whether the 

amendments might touch other parts of the Constitution when applied, but rather, 

whether the amendments facially affect other parts of the Constitution.” Id. In other 

words, “[t]he question is whether the single ballot question patently affects other 

constitutional provisions, not whether it implicitly has such an effect, as appellants 

suggest.” Id. 

The Commonwealth Court misapplied Grimaud, creating its own different 

standard that “courts must [ ] consider the proposed amendment’s substantive effect 

on the Constitution by examining its content, purpose and effect.” Opinion at 28 
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(emphasis added). Put simply, the Commonwealth Court’s analysis—focused on 

effect—is precisely what Grimaud rejected. None of the Constitution’s existing 

rights will be facially altered by the Amendment.  Thus, the Amendment satisfies 

the Grimaud standard.  

3. The ballot question fairly, accurately, and clearly apprises the 

electorate of the Crime Victims’ Rights Amendment. 

 

The Commonwealth Court determined that the ballot question did not fairly 

and accurately apprise voters of the content of the Amendment. This was also error. 

Under the Constitution, questions on constitutional amendments must “fairly, 

accurately and clearly apprise the voter of the question or issue to be voted on.” 

Stander v. Kelley, 250 A.2d 474, 480 (Pa. 1969). Where “the form of the ballot is so 

lacking in conformity with the law and so confusing that the voters cannot 

intelligently express their intentions . . . it may be proper and necessary for a court 

to nullify an election. But where the irregularity complained of could not reasonably 

have misled the voters,” there is no cause for judicial relief. Oncken v. Ewing, 8 A.2d 

402, 404 (Pa. 1939).    

This a high bar that the Commonwealth Court overlooks. The ballot question 

sets forth, in plain English, the purpose and effect of the Amendment, directly 

quoting many of its provisions. Instead of applying the high bar enunciated in 

Stander, the Commonwealth Court suggests alternatives regarding how the question 

could have been worded. Respectfully, this is neither the role of the court, nor does 
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it identify a constitutional infirmity. As this Court recognized in Sprague v. Cortes, 

145 A.3d 1136, 1142 (Pa. 2016), “[t]he question before us is not whether we believe 

one version of the ballot question is superior to another, nor is it relevant how we 

would phrase the ballot question if left to our own devices.” Instead, the courts’ “role 

in the constitutional amendment process is limited to a review of whether the ballot 

question fairly, accurately and clearly apprises the voter of the question on which 

the electorate must vote.” Id. The ballot question fairly, accurately, and clearly does 

that here. 

B. The Commonwealth Court erred in finding harm to the League. 

 

A petitioner seeking a preliminary injunction must show that an injunction is 

necessary to prevent immediate and irreparable harm that cannot be compensated 

adequately by money damages. Summit Towne Centre, 828 A.2d at 1001-1002. In 

order to meet this burden, there must be concrete evidence demonstrating actual 

proof of irreparable harm. Id. The claimed irreparable harm cannot be based on 

speculation and hypothesis. Id. at 1002. 

In this case, the Commonwealth Court’s findings about harm are built upon 

its own errors. As discussed above, the Amendment is not self-executing. Because 

the Amendment is not self-executing, the harms relied upon by the Court are 
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speculative, which cannot support a preliminary injunction. See Novak v. 

Commonwealth, 523 A.2d 318, 320 (Pa. 1987).2  

Moreover, immediate harm will not occur because these matters remain 

justiciable after the election. Should the voters even pass this amendment, since the 

Amendment is not self-executing, any legal challenges will be resolved well before 

the General Assembly can pass legislation implementing it. That is why this Court 

has universally held that preliminary injunctions are not appropriate in this context.  

In Bergdoll v. Kane, 731 A.2d 1261 (Pa. 1999), the Commonwealth Court 

denied a preliminary injunction related to a ballot question that it later held to be 

unconstitutional. That decision was upheld by this Court, which affirmed in part on 

the fact that “the denial [of preliminary injunction] did not preclude ultimate relief 

on the merits, if necessary, after the election.” Bergdoll, 731 A.2d at 1264. See also, 

Grimaud., 806 A.2d at 923, fn. 4 (Pa. Cmwlth. 2002), aff’d, 865 A.2d 835 (Pa. 2005). 

Rather than engage in an analysis of the harm discussed by the parties, the 

Commonwealth Court improperly concerns itself with the public policy harms it sees 

in the Amendment itself. Opinion at 15a-16a. Respectfully, this is not the role of the 

                                           
2  In actuality, it is worse than speculation, because many of the provisions of 

the Amendment are in the law as provided by the Crime Victims’ Rights Act and are 

not in conflict with the rights of criminal defendants. See e.g. 18 P.S. § 11.201 (the 

Act includes the right of victims “[t]o be notified of certain significant actions and 

proceedings within the criminal and juvenile justice systems pertaining to their 

case,” and the right “[t]o not be excluded from any criminal proceeding …”). 
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courts. Courts generally defer to legislative judgment as to the necessity and 

reasonableness of a particular measure, Keystone Bituminous Coal Association v. 

DeBenedictis, 480 U.S. 470, 505 (1987), lest they “usurp the legislative role and . . 

. strike down laws merely because they are imperfect [or] unwise . . .” Shoul v. 

Commonwealth, Dep’t of Transp., Bureau of Driver Licensing, 173 A.3d 669, 693 

(Pa. 2017) (Wecht, J. concurring).3 This deference is warranted even more so here 

where the citizens are being directly asked to amend their own Constitution. Whether 

this amendment to the Constitution is wise or foolish is for the citizens to determine, 

not the Commonwealth Court, lest the judiciary usurp the citizens’ role as the 

ultimate sovereign over themselves. 

C. The Commonwealth Court erred in not determining that harm will 

result to the Secretary and the public if an injunction is issued. 

 

The issuance of an injunction on the eve of election will suppress voter 

engagement on the ballot question, jeopardize the integrity of the election, and sow 

confusion and uncertainty. The nature of this type of harm has been recognized by 

our courts. In Costa v. Cortes, 143 A.3d 430 (Pa. Cmwlth. 2016), Judge Brobson 

acknowledged that such a disruption in the election mechanics “would only foment 

further uncertainty among the public as to whether they should vote on [the proposed 

                                           
3  “Surely, some very large proportion of legislative work could fall within one 

or more of these categories. But republican democracy is a messy business.” Id. 
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constitutional amendment] and whether, if they do, their votes will be counted.” 

Judge Brobson stated that on the eve of an election, the “voters deserve certainty and 

finality.” Id. at 442. 

The injunction’s adverse effects on certainty and finality cannot be overstated 

in this case. Voters are being asked to vote on a ballot question that they know the 

courts have prohibited the Secretary from tabulating and certifying. Additionally, in 

the event that the election results are challenged due to their lack of reliability, the 

entire process may have to start anew with the commensurate loss of time and great 

expense. Thus, the harm of the granting of this injunction so close to the election is 

as great to the process as it is irreparable.  

D. The Commonwealth Court erred in determining that the 

injunction maintains, rather than disrupts, the status quo. 

 

 A preliminary injunction is designed to preserve the subject of the controversy 

in the condition in which it is when the order is made; it is not to subvert, but to 

maintain, the existing status quo until the legality of the challenged conduct can be 

determined on the merits. Mazzie v. Commonwealth, 432 A.2d 985, 988 (Pa. 1981). 

 The status quo here is the election process is underway. The ballots have been 

finalized, printed, and programmed, and over 22,000 people have already cast their 

vote. The Commonwealth Court upended this status quo by granting the preliminary 

injunction and, sua sponte, staying the automatic supersedes. 
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 The League had the burden of establishing each of the elements in seeking the 

extraordinary relief of a preliminary injunction. For these reasons, they failed to 

establish any—let alone all—of the elements discussed above. The Commonwealth 

Court erred in granting them such extraordinary relief on the eve of election. 

III. The Commonwealth Court Erred in Preemptively and Sua Sponte 

Lifting the Automatic Supersedeas.  

 

By operation of law, an appeal of a court order by a Commonwealth official 

acts as an automatic supersedeas. This supersedeas stays the court’s order pending 

appeal. Pa.R.A.P. 1736 (“a supersedeas . . . shall continue through any proceedings 

in the United States Supreme Court”).  

This automatic supersedeas can be vacated only by application of the appellee. 

Pa.R.A.P. 1732. The appellee must also make a “strong showing” on each of the 

following elements:  

(1) “a substantive case on the merits[;]” 

  

(2) vacating the supersedeas will prevent “irreparable 

injury[;]”  

 

(3) “other parties will not be harmed[;]” and  

 

(4) vacating the supersedeas “is not against the public 

interest.”  

 

Jubelirer, 614 A.2d at 202, 203; Public Utility Comm’n v. Process Gas Consumers 

Group, 467 A.2d 805, 808-09 (Pa. 1983). Here, the League made no application, let 
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alone established by a “strong showing” that each factor was met, and the 

Commonwealth Court did not undertake this analysis.  

The Commonwealth Court failed to conduct this analysis before lifting the 

supersedeas sua sponte. In fact, it performed no analysis at all. Instead, the 

Commonwealth Court merely referenced, in one sentence, its preliminary injunction 

analysis. See October 30, 2019 Order. In so doing, the Commonwealth Court cites 

solely to this Court’s decision in Jubelirer, 614 A.2d at 203. This is perplexing, as 

that decision requires the Court to conduct a separate analysis never undertaken 

here.   

In Jubelirer, this Court admonished the Commonwealth Court for improperly 

conflating the two distinct tests: one for issuing a preliminary injunction and a 

second, separate test for vacating the automatic supersedeas. 

We must not blur the distinction between the standard 

required for the entry of a preliminary injunction . . . and 

the requirements necessary for the entry of a stay [of the 

automatic supersedeas] . . . . 

 

Jubelirer, 614 A.2d at 203 (internal citations omitted) (emphasis added). This Court 

held in Jubelirer that the Commonwealth Court erred when it improperly asked 

whether “greater injury [will] result by refusing the preliminary injunction than by 

granting it.” Id. (emphasis added). As this Court explained, “greater injury” is not 

the standard for vacating a supersedeas. The supersedeas standard requires a movant 
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to demonstrate that “other parties will not be harmed by the stay” at all. Id. at 203-

04 (emphasis added).  

Worse, here the Commonwealth Court did not even conflate the analyses; it 

ignored any supersedeas analysis entirely and replaced it with a flawed preliminary 

injunction analysis. See Order at 39a (“The criteria to lift an automatic supersedeas 

have been met as outlined in the foregoing [preliminary injunction] opinion”). 

Again, the test prohibiting the vacation of a supersedeas is not the balancing of 

harms, as in a preliminary injunction analysis, but the existence of any harm to any 

party. Jubelirer, 614 A.2d at 203. On this basis alone, the order vacating the 

automatic supersedeas should be reversed. See Germantown Cab Co. v. Philadelphia 

Parking Authority, 15 A.3d 44 (table), 609 Pa. 64, 65 (2011) (per curiam) 

(reinstating automatic supersedeas without discussion where Commonwealth 

Court’s order vacating it was clearly deficient). If left to stand, this Order will 

undermine the separation of the analyses required by this Court in Jubelirer. Relying 

upon this case, future courts will be able to forego any supersedeas analysis once a 

preliminary injunction is granted. 

A. The League failed to make any showing to vacate the automatic 

supersedeas. 

 

 Not only did the Commonwealth Court use the wrong analysis in vacating the 

supersedeas, but when the correct test is applied, the League cannot make the 

necessary “strong showing” on all four required factors. This is so because: (1) 
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vacating the supersedeas substantially harms the Secretary and the citizens of 

Pennsylvania; (2) vacating the supersedeas is against the public interest; (3) 

reinstating the supersedeas will not irreparably harm the League; and (4) the 

League’s claims lack merit. We address each in turn. 

1. Vacating the supersedeas substantially harms the Secretary and 

the citizens of Pennsylvania, and is, thus, against the public 

interest. 

 

To stay the supersedeas, the League must demonstrate a “strong showing” that 

that Secretary and the citizens of the Commonwealth will not be substantially 

harmed. See Jubelirer, 614 A.2d at 203; Germantown Cab Co., 15 A.3d 44 (table), 

609 Pa. at 65. They cannot. Misapplying its preliminary injunction analysis, the 

Commonwealth Court concluded that the Secretary would not be harmed by an 

injunction halting tabulation and certification of the vote. Opinion at 20. In doing so, 

the Commonwealth Court overlooked the impact the injunction will have on voter 

participation and turnout, indelibly affecting the integrity of the election. 

If the supersedeas is not reinstated, an unprecedented injunction enjoining 

tabulating and certifying the vote on the eve the election will undermine the 

reliability of the result of the ballot question. The Commonwealth Court has told the 

electorate that their vote will not be counted in the normal course, and may never be 

counted. Such an injunction is against the public interest as it necessarily suppresses 
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voter engagement on this question. Once the election has been tainted by the 

injunction it cannot be remedied after the fact if the Secretary prevails on the merits.  

This precise adverse effect on voter engagement and participation has been 

recognized by our courts. In Costa, Judge Brobson recognized that such a disruption 

in the election mechanics was contrary to the public interest. “[Enjoining the 

Amendment] would not be in the public interest as it would only foment further 

uncertainty among the public as to whether they should vote on Proposed 

Constitutional Amendment 1 and whether, if they do, their votes will be counted. 

Less than one week before the Primary Election, the voters deserve certainty and 

finality. Finally, the public interest is best served by adhering to the text of the 

Pennsylvania Constitution and respecting the power conferred by the electorate on 

the General Assembly...” Id. at 442. 

This injunction in the midst of the voting process, after tens of thousands of 

people have already voted, and less than a week before Election Day will foment 

irreparable uncertainty among the electorate, and suppress voter engagement on this 

question. 

2. Reinstating the Supersedeas will not harm the League. 

 

This Court has expressly held that a constitutional challenge to a ballot 

question concerning a proposed amendment remains justiciable even after a vote of 

the people. Thus, Pennsylvania Courts have denied preliminary injunctions in every 
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single analogous situation. See Bergdoll, 731 A.2d at 1264 (affirming denial of 

preliminary injunction of proposed constitutional amendment as there was no 

irreparable harm and the question remained justiciable); Pennsylvania Prison Soc. 

v. Com., 776 A.2d 971, 974 (Pa. 2001) (noting that preliminary injunction was 

denied and ballot question was presented to the electorate); Grimaud., 806 A.2d at 

925, aff’d, 865 A.2d 835, fn. 4 (Pa. 2005) (same); Mellow v. Pizzingrilli, 800 A.2d 

350, 354 (Pa. Cmwlth. 2002) (same). No Pennsylvania Court has ever ruled that a 

preliminary injunction is necessary in this context, even in Bergdoll and Pa. Prison 

Soc. where the amendments were ultimately ruled unconstitutional.   

The League will suffered no harm. Their challenge remains justiciable even 

after the ballot question is properly presented to the electorate.  

3. The League’s claims lack merit. 

 

 Finally, for all of the reasons discussed above, the League’s claims lack 

merit. For these reasons, the automatic supersedeas should not have been 

lifted. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

 The Court should reverse and vacate the preliminary injunction order by the 

Commonwealth Court. In the alternative, the Court should reinstate the automatic 

supersedeas. 
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